Abstract A large number of infeasible solutions often occur in population of evolutionary Computation (EC) solving the constraint combinatorial optimization problems. The greater the number of infeasible solutions in the population, the worse the performance of ECto search the solution, in the worst case, the algorithm ceases to run. The existing methods, penalty function or multi-objective optimization, can relieve partly the worst case of EC to run. However, they are actually to restrain the infeasible solutions surviving in population, the performance of the EC is not improved. In this study we propose an approach using an important feature of the infeasible solutions in Genetic Algorithms (GA). The approach can not only solve the problem of algorithm ceases to run, but also improve effectively the performance of genetic algorithmssearching the optimal solution.From examination of the proposed method on multidimensional knapsack problems, the application of method is effective tosolve the problem of algorithm ceases to run as well as to improve clearly the performance of GA.
INTRODUCTION
As a result of high global search performance and robust performance, Genetic Algorithm (GA), as a typicalevolutionary computation, has been widely applied to large-scale combinatorial optimization problems. However, a large number of infeasible solutions often occur in population of GA. The greater the number of infeasible solutions in the population, the worse the performance of ECto search the solution, in the worst case, the algorithm ceases to run. On the other hand, infeasible solutions with evolution of several generationscontain the excellent feature despite they are infeasible. It is to waste the useful resources of evolution to discard the infeasible solutions from population.
The widely used methods, penalty functions andmulti-objective optimization, can relieve partly the worst case of GA to run. However, they are actually to restrain the infeasible solutions surviving in population, the evolutionary resources are not effective used. For GA running well concurrently with higher the performance, to get the best of both worlds approach is a challenge.
In GA infeasible solutions are referred to as Lethal Chromosomes (LCs).Iima Hitoshi investigated the effects of LCs on the performance of the GA but did not propose a method for handling these problems (Luhand Chueh, 1995) . Mengchun Xie proposed an algorithm model called the double islands model to revive the LCs by random crossover and mutation operations (Xie, 1996) . Due to its randomness, and without using characteristic information, the efficiency of the double islands model algorithm must be improved.
Yu and Zhoutheoretically showed that the use of infeasible solutions could change the "hardness" of a task (Yu and Zhou, 2008) . Lyndon While proposed new empirical and mathematical analyses of the usefulness of infeasible solutions in evolutionary search (While, 2013) . Deepak Sharma proposed an infeasibility-driven approach in which some extreme solutions are allowed to recombine only with extreme infeasible solutions (Sharma, 2013) . Tapabrata Ray maintained a small percentage of infeasible solutions close to constraint boundaries during its course of evolution for constrained optimization (Ray, 2009) . Patryk Filipiak and Maristela OliveiraSantos separately proposed an infeasibility-driven evolutionary algorithm and infeasibilityhandling approach in genetic algorithm (Filipiak, 2011; Santos, 2010) . Both techniques use infeasible solutions in evolutionary computation.
We previously proposed anothergenetic algorithm on Multi-KnapsacksProblems (MKP) (Zhang, 2009 ), which uses the infeasible solution to improve GA on rate of convergence. The similarities with this paper is to use the infeasible solution, but this paper is on Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MDKP), as well as the method of handling the LCs is based on binary coding instead of multi-coding, so that the idea of this paper is a more general representations, which is easy to be generalized on other optimization problems.
P.C. Chu and J.E. Beasley introduced a genetic algorithm for MDKP (Chu and Beasley, 1998) , which handled the LCs with a repair operator. In this repair operator, the LCs were revived based on a definition of pseudo-utility ratio. Farhad Djannaty gave some penalty functions for infeasible solution (Djannaty, 2008) . The penalty function is the most common approach in the GA community to handle the constraints.
In any GA implementation for constrained optimization problems, it is an important issue to handle constraints. A number of procedures were described which considered the constraint in an optimization problem. Zbigniew Michalewicz presented a suitable classification of these procedures (Michalewicz, 1996) which are described as: (i) Rejecting strategy, (ii) Repairing strategy, (iii) Modification of genetic operators, (iv) Penalizing strategy.
The rejecting strategy is actually to discard the useful resources of evolution. Modification of genetic operators is specific to only issue of GA running, without using evolutionary resultsof LCs. Penalizing strategyare actually to restrain the infeasible solutions surviving in population, the performance of the GA is not improved. In this paper, we introduce an artificial immune system as repairing strategy into GA on MDKP, which handle the problem of LCs hindering the algorithm running with an immune operation, as well as to usethe evolutionary achievement of LCs so that the performance of GA is improvedeffectively.
AN IMMUNE GENETIC ALGORITHMFORTHE MDKP
Above all, the notations and functions to be used often in the text firstly are listed in Table 1 . They will be explained at first use in the text. However, the reader may find it more convenient to look up definitions in the The value associated with object j w ij The consumption of resource i for object j c i
The available quantity of resource i x j
The decision variable with object j be selected or not
The chromosome associated with a solution of the problem fitns(x 1 x 2 …x n ) Return the fitness of a chromosome s 1 s 2 …s n The vaccine schema t The threshold be used to binary-value process the s 1 s 2 …s n
Multidimensional Knapsack Problem
The MDKP is a Non-deterministic Polynomial hard(NP-hard) problem that has several practical applications, such as processor allocation in a distributed system, cargo loading, stock cutting, project selection, capital budgeting, andradar signal sorting. The goal of the MDKP is to find a subset of objects that maximizes the total profit while satisfying some resource constraints, which can be formulated as:
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where n is the number of objects, m is the number of resources, v j is the value associated with object j, w ij is the consumption of resource i for object j, c i is the available quantity of resource i (capacity of knapsacksfor the i th resource), and x j is the decision variable with object j and is set to 1 ifj th object is selected (and is otherwise set to 0). Constraints c i (∀i∈I) described in Eq.(2) are referred to as knapsack constraints, so the MDKP is referred to as the m-dimensional knapsack problem. A number of authors also include the term zero-one when referring to the problem, e.g., the multidimensional zero-one knapsack problem.
Most of researches on MDKP are involved genetic algorithm and other evolutional algorithm. P.C. Chu presented a genetic algorithm for MDKP with a repair operator (Chu, 1998) . Farhad Djannaty proposed the GA focus on penalty function for MDKP (Djannaty, 2008) . Günther R. Raidl proposed a Weight-Coding in a GA for the MDKP (Raidl, 1999) , in this algorithm, two type of heuristic function combining 4 commutations of v j are designed as a set of algorithm for MDKP. Jens Gottlieb solved the MDKP with a Permutation-Based GA (Gottlieb, 2000) , which encoded the chromosome, performed the crossover operator and mutation operator entirely based on a permutation of objects. Günther R. Raidl presented an improved hybrid GA for MDKP (Raidl, 1998) . Alex S. Fukunagadesigned the GA for MDKP which searches a space of candidate solutions (Fukunaga, 2008) . Alex S. Fukunaga combined several representations in GA for MDKP (Fukunaga, 2009) .
At fields of other evolutional algorithm, V.Gabrel separated the MDKP as sub-problems to solve (Gabrel, 2002) , in which an exact separation scheme is presented for identifying most violated extended cover inequalities for application to MDKP. The minimality of the resulting covers is shown to be a basic property of the criterion used for separation. Maoguo Gong introduced a computational model simulating the dynamic process of human immune response to solve MDKP (Gong, 2007) .
Algorithm Model
We propose an Immune Genetic Algorithm (IGA), which has two types of chromosome pools, namely, the living island and the lethal island. The former contains chromosomes, referred to as non-lethal (feasible) chromosomes which satisfy all constraints. The latter consists of the LCs. In the living island, chromosomes are evolved by genetic operations, and in the lethal island, LCs are revived by immune operations.
In the IGA model, after initializing the population, the population is divided into two islands according to whether the chromosome is lethal or non-lethal. With generating the initial population firstly, the IGA work under a repeat process that: performing the genetic operations at living island, moving the LCs from living island to lethal island, performing the immune operator for all LCs at lethal island, moving the non-lethal chromosomes from lethal island to living island, and then to performance genetic operations again at living island. The steps of IGA are summarized as following: (1
): Initialize population Evaluate fitness of chromosomes in the population. Move the non-lethal chromosomes into the living island and the lethal chromosomes into the lethal island. (2):Evolving process (In the living island): All of the chromosomes in the living island evolve into the next generation by genetic operations (selection, crossover, mutation), and the new lethal chromosomes move to lethal island. In this process, the vaccine described later must be trained. (In the lethal island): Each chromosome in the lethal island is handled by immune operation and is then moved to the living island. (3):Repeat step of evolving processuntil meet the termination condition of the GA.
IGA mainly works under structure of GA with an immune operator handling the LCs. So we explain the IGA hereinafter as two parts, which refer as genetic operations happening at living island, and immune operation happening at lethal island. The details of them are explained separately in next sections.
Genetic Operations in IGA
Genetic algorithm is a typical evolutionary algorithm which works on the Darwin's principle of natural selection. It is well-known to researchers who work on optimization method. So we don't repeat to introduce the GA in detail, just to state the operations which are involved in IGA. Standard genetic operation includes representation, selection, crossover and mutation, so we state them below.
(1) Representation.The 0-1 binary representation and multi-codingrepresentation are the most commonrepresentation in GA. They are proven to be well suited for various combinatorial optimization problems. However, 0-1 binary representation is fit for deciding from binary state, multi-codingrepresentation is fit for deciding from multi-state. MDKP is to decide from deciding from, IGA adopt 0-1 binary representation. To MDKP, the chromosome is a n-bit binary string referring as x 1 x 2 …x n , where n is the number of objects. In this representation a value of 0 or 1 at the j th bit implies that x j = 0 or 1 in the chromosome. A fitness of chromosome is obtained by:
By the way, with representation in order to facilitate the description, we present several definitions about chromosome. A chromosome is denoted by a binary value string composed of n bits, the bit of chromosome is referred to as a gene. Some genes can make up an incomplete chromosome, which is a combination of several genes in a chromosome. We refer to an incomplete chromosome as a block; the number of genes in a block is referred as block length.
(2) Selection, crossover and mutation.Parent selection is to assign the reproductive opportunities to each individual in the population, and select two as parent who will have children. Truncation selection, tournament selection and roulette selection are most common means to GA. Truncation selection led GA to converge quickly, but easily to run into partial optimization. Tournament selection balances bothglobal superiority and rate of convergence, but the speed of evolution is against to generation instead of the time. Roulette wheel is the compromise of both truncation selection and tournament selection, as well as fitly for large-scaled optimization. Roulette wheel selection is adopted in this paper, which is based on fitness of individual to assign the reproductive opportunities for each individual. With selecting two individual as parent, perform the crossover operator to get the two children.
Crossover operator is to exchange some genes between two parent chromosomes and then get two new chromosomes as children. From first gene to last gene, crossover operator decides to exchange the two values of genes or not with n 0-1 random number. If random number is 1 to exchange the value of gene otherwise don't exchange. The crossover manner for an example n = 8 is described in Figure 1 . Once two children chromosomes have been generated through crossover operator, a mutation operator is performed that mutates several randomly selected genes in the children chromosomes. These selected genes are changed from 1 to 0 or vice versa.
With various operations described above, some key model parameters should be set. The rate of crossover is generally set as 0.4∼0.9, the higherrate of crossover led algorithm to be premature convergence, and the lowerrate of crossover is too slow for GA to search the optimal solution. According to problem size and population size we set the rate of crossover as 0.8 in next computational experiments. Generally, the rate of mutation is set to be a small value, which is set as 0.05 in our IGA. The population size is also set based on the problem size, generally as 30∼200. In the our section of experiments, we pick a smaller population size of 50 so that the IGA worksearly close to bound of constraint to demonstrate the superiority of IGA with more LCs.
Immune Operation in IGA
(1) Idea of immune operation.Immune idea was introduced from biology and medicine. Long time ago, people noted that patients with infectious diseases were healed; the immunity to the disease was generated in their body. Immune operation of IGA just works based on this phenomenon. Although, there are several different definitions for artificial immune system currently (Luh and Chueh, 2004; Wang andJiao, 1998) , such as simulation of vaccine and vaccination, antibody and antigen of immune system, and clone selection principle etc, anyway the most classic immune system as Figure 2 . The previous infection led the system to generate the immune memory; the system handles the re-infection with previous memory as vaccine for avoiding from being infected again. The characteristic of the immune system is a memory effect.
Figure 2.Immune system
In this paper about GA for MDKP, the process that chromosomes become to LCs as crossover and mutation likes an infection of immune system. We record the statistical information of previous LCs as immune memory, and then handle the succeeding LCs by previous memory. Accordingly we try to simulate the immune system process in such a double-islands GA. The operation to handle the LCs is called immune operation in this paper.
(2) Immune operations in IGA.In ordertorecord the statistical information of LCs appeared, a multi-valued string schema s 1 s 2 …s n is constructed and has the initial value that s j = 0,∀j∈J. The s 1 s 2 …s n will be used as immune memory by immune operation, so we call it vaccine. During the IGA at the stage of evolution, every LC x 1 x 2 …x n generated by genetic operations is recorded into s 1 s 2 …s n by following way.
(Algorithm: record the LCs into vaccine) for j=1 to n do if x j =1then s j ←s j +1; end if end for Bythis way the s 1 s 2 …s n is a changing string, which is refurbished by every lethal chromosome while evolution of population as long as LCs appearing. As LCs generated are handled by immune operation in every generation, in the other word, while the vaccine is refurbished by LCs while the vaccine is used by immune operation in IGA.
Our immune operation consists of two phases. The first phase is to compare the LC with best chromosome of population for every gene, mark the some genes which have the same value as corresponding genes of best chromosome, and keep them without changing in the next phase. Those genes make up of a block, this phase is to protect such an excellent block, we named the phase as PEB, those same value genes are protectivegenes and others are non-protectivegenes. The purpose of the PEB is to extract a block, which is regarded as evolutionary achievement, is close to the optimal chromosome and should be protected. As the exact chromosome is unknown and is tentatively substituted by the best chromosome in phase PEB.
The second phase includes two steps. The step.1 examines each non-protectivegene in an increasing order of s j 's and change the gene from one to zero while LC is still lethal. The step.2 reverses the process by examining each non-protectivegene in decreasing order of s j 's and changes the gene from zero to one as long as the chromosome is not become to a LC again. Since this phase is based on vaccine s 1 s 2 …s n , which records the information of previous LCs, it could be called vaccination in immune operation. The step.1 is to obtain a nonlethal chromosome from LC, whilst step.2 is to improve its fitness further.
In order to achieve an efficient implementation of the immune operation, a preprocessing routine is applied to vaccine s 1 s 2 …s n that sorts and renumbers genes of LC and best chromosome according to the increasing order of s j 's. Letx 1 x 2 …x n is the preprocessed LC to be handled, b 1 b 2 …b n ispreprocessed best chromosome. Proposed immune operation is described by pseudo-code as following. 
end if end for
Immune operation marks the genes which are same as the corresponding genes of best chromosome in PEB phase (first forloop). The step.1 of vaccination (second forloop) is to remove some genes as zero excepted protective genes until a feasible chromosome is achieved. The step.2 (third forloop) adds the genes as one whilst preserve a feasible chromosome.
COMPUTATION EXPERIMENTS
To test the optimization methods on combinational optimization problems, the most widely-used test data come from the well known Operation Research Library (OR-Library) (Chu and Beasley, 1998; Raidl, 1999; Gottlieb, 2000; Raidl, 1998; Gabrel and Minoux, 2002) , which was presented by J.E. Beasley (Chu and Beasley, 1998) . OR-Library provides 270 large scale instances of MDKP, which was referred and used by many researchers such as P.C. Chu (Chu and Beasley, 1998) ,Günther R. Raidl (Raidl, 1999; Raidl, 1998) , Jens Gottlieb (Gottlieb, 2000) and V. Gabrel (Gabrel and Minoux, 2002) . We are convenient to compare the IGA with other optimization methods on these test data.
These test data contain10 instances for each combination of m∈ {5, 10, 30}, n∈ {100, 250, 500}, and α∈ {0.25, 0.50, 0.75}, where α = c i / Σ j n =1 w ij being the tightness ratio of instance. Since the exact solution values for most of these problems are unknown, the quality of a solution is measured by the percentage gap of the objective value fitns with respecting to the optimal value of the LP-relaxed problem f Table 2 . We also list the available results of other references in Table 2 to compare with. The first three columns in Table 2 indicate the sizes (m and n) and the tightness ratio (α) of a particular problem structure, with each problem structure containing 10 instances. The next columns in turn report the other results of average %-gap. That areGA with H1 and GA with H2 proposed by Günther R. Raidl (Raidl,1999) , Swap and Insert are from Jens Gottlieb (Gottlieb, 2000) , and the Improved GAreported by also Günther R. Raidl (Raidl, 1998) for %-gap obtained from initial population to (10 6 ) th generations. The last column reports the results of IGA for average %-gap obtained with the computer condition that Central Processing Unit (CPU) is Celeron 1.0 and the algorithms were coded in Visual C++.net (2003) .
Toanalyze the test results, above all we discuss the condition of experiment. The GA with H1 and the GA with H2 was tested with population size of 100 and 10 5 solutions had been evaluated. Swap and Insert had evaluated 10 6 non-duplicate solutions and then get results. Improved GA recorded the best solution from initial population to (10 6 ) th generations. Comparing with them, IGA obtain the results with population size of 50 and running terminates at (10 4 ) th generation. Averagely for allinstances, IGA obtained the %-gap as 0.5472, which is smaller than the results from the algorithm GA with H1, GA with H2, swap and Insert, but except the Improved GA. However please allow us to discuss the results of Improved in particular below.
Improved GA of Günther R. Raidl (Raidl, 1998) obtained the best average %-gap as 0.534 at (10 6 ) th generation, it is very great. Because such an experiments to 10 6 generations will cost too CPU seconds to finish for us, we test the IGA only for 10 4 generations and obtained the finial average %-gap as 0.5472 with population size 50. Relatively, the population size Günther R. Raidl adopted in Improved GA is 100. To compare with Improved GA at same generations, we calculated the average %-gap obtained also at (10 4 ) th generation for Improved GA according to data in Refs. (Raidl, 1998) , the result is 0.6211 which greater than 0.5472 despite of large population size 100.
DISCUSSION
In this section we explain why the IGA work well on MDKP. Firstly we analysis what the vaccine contains; and then explain the immune operation how to work with vaccine; finallydiscusses IGA how to work with immune operation.
What the Vaccine Contains
In evolutionary process,all of LCs are recorded into vaccine s 1 s 2 …s n when they appear in population, so we analysiswhat the vaccine contains substantially here. Above all we firstly give a definition of similarity ratio between two chromosomes. To any two chromosomes X 1 (x 1 1 x 1 2 …x 1 n ) and X 2 (x 2 1 x 2 2 …x 2 n ), the similarity ratio of them is defined by:
Actually, the similarity ratio is used to measure how much the two chromosomes have same value genes.
As described in section 2.4, the vaccine s 1 s 2 …s n is a multi-valued string, in which s j (∀j∈J) is the accumulated value of x j of LCs. So vaccine is a changing string with generation advancing as long as LCs are generated in population. In order to study feature the vaccine contained, thes 1 s 2 …s n is processed to a binaryvalue string s' 1 s' 2 …s' n by the way that:
Wheret is the threshold be used to classify the s j 's into one or zero, the t is determined as an appropriate value so that it takes the max similarity ratio for s' 1 s' 2 …s' n and exact chromosome (exact solution) of the problem. Here we get the exact chromosome beforehand with branch-and-bound method. We consider the value of similarity ratio of s' 1 s' 2 …s' n and exact chromosome as feature of vaccine. Since vaccine is a changing string with generation advancing as long as LCs are generated, the featureof vaccine is also a changing value with generation advancing. In this section we test the featureof vaccine how to change against to generation.
We picked up two MDKP instances that m = 5, n = 100 from OR-Library to test on. OR-Library can be referenced at http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastjjb/jeb/info.html (Chu and Beasley, 1997) . To these two MDKP instances, we firstly solve their exact chromosomes with branch and bound method (BBM) to calculate the feature of vaccine. The curves of featureof vaccine for two MDKP instance are shown as Figure 3 . (1) and (2) separately. We could learn from Figure 3 that (i) the features of vaccineare increase in the overall; (ii) the features of vaccine raise to a high degree at later generation that Figure 3 . (1) to 97 % and Figure 3 . (2) to 98 %. That also means most of genes of exact chromosome could be indicated the value via to classifying the corresponding bit of vaccine with a threshold t. Although the t is unknown, according to proposed algorithm descried in 2.4, immune operation select the smaller s j 's to set corresponding genes of LCs from one to zero, and then select greater s j 's to set genes from zero to one. The median s j 's are used not so often. By this way, the immune operation based on featureof vaccine could guide some genes of LCs as the value of corresponding genes of optimal chromosome effectively.
Not only two instances to show the feature of vaccine for MDKP, but also we have test feature of vaccine on a set of small scale MDKP instances picked from OR-Library, which consists of 55 MDKP instances that m = 2 to 30 and n = 6 to 15. To each instance the IGA stop the running when exact chromosome is found, then obtain the finial feature of vaccine and write down the finial generation. Averagely to 55 problems, the exact chromosomes are obtained at 40 th generation (population size is 50) and finial average of feature of vaccine is 87.9 %. That is, to 55 small problems IGA obtain the exact solution at case of that feature of vaccine is 87.9 % averagely but finial generation is only 40. The finial generation is only 40 so that the finial feature of vaccine is not enough high. If IGA is used to solve lager scale MDKP with serious constraints, the LCs are generated more often, the feature of vaccine will rises more quickly, the effects of immune operation based on vaccine is selfevident.
Although vaccine added up from LCs shows the characteristics so amazing that it could be binary-value processed as a chromosome which is very close to optimal chromosome. We note that this feature of vaccine must be based on two conditions: (i) the LCs have to be enough to accumulate the vaccine, (ii) the parents to generate the LCs are based on selection by method of survival of the fittest such as roulette method. The two conditions are very important to vaccine, otherwise the vaccine will not hold the feature as that of Figure 3. 
PEB and Vaccination in Immune Operation
In a population of GA there is at least one best chromosome no matter what we have already known it or not. If all the chromosomes are sorted as an increasingorder according to the similarity ratio comparing with best chromosome, which are measured by definition of similarity ratio described as 3.1, the order obtained is no doubt different from another order that the chromosomes are sorted by increasingorder according to their fitness. That is also each chromosome has two ways to close to the best chromosome that by similarity ratio and by fitness. PEB in immune operation is to maintenance the LCs be changed genes without removing the similarity ratio from best chromosome.If some different chromosomes to compare with a same best chromosome in PEB phase, their protectivegenes are different. After being handled by immune operation their genes changed are also different, by this way the original diversity of population is protected so that population can avoid from premature. Of course the best chromosome obtained in the population maybe is not the optimal or exact chromosome, but it is the nearest one from optimal chromosome measured by fitness.
In our another paper, we have tried to extract an excellent block from LCs with an estimated formula, but the defect is that it costs the CPU time too much, and also the number of the genes which should to be extracted is uncertain. Comparing with it, proposed PEB phase in the paper is simple, quick and effective.
In the IGA, all of LCs are generated by genetic operation from feasible parents chromosomes. There is not any LC created from the two infeasible parents. So the lethal degree of LCs is not stacked and accumulated for multi-times. These types of LCs are lethal due to minority genes rather than majority genes. Therefore the vaccine schema s 1 s 2 …s n been trained from many LCs has the feature of excellent chromosomes instead of poor chromosomes actually. That is also the reason why the curves of Figure 3. (1) and (2) close to 100 in the later generations. Vaccination phase of immune operation based on s 1 s 2 …s n not only change the some genes from one to zero, but also change other genes from zero to one. It uses the both of the greater value (crest) feature and small value (trough) feature of s 1 s 2 …s n for the purpose that the LCs are revived. Beside PEB keeping the similarity ratio from excellent chromosome, vaccination phase in immune operation guides the LCs by the other way to move to the stage of optimal chromosomes.
Immune Operation in IGA
Ingeneral, for combinatorialoptimization problems, the constraints of the problem bound the solution space into two parts, namely, the feasible space, where all of the constraints are satisfied, and the infeasible space, where at least one of the constraints is not satisfied. Moreover, the optimal solution of the problem generally exists near the boundary on the feasible space side. The standard GA act primarily at feasible space side, IGA with immune operation expands the activities range to include also the infeasible space side so that GA obtains the more chance closing to the optimal from infeasible space side.
In IGA the issue to be solved is how to deal with the LCs which impacts the ability of GA for not only MDKP, but also other combinatorial optimization problems. Immune operation provide GA for LCs a manner that issue been solved depends on the characteristics of issue itself. In the other word, immune operation handles and revives the LCs depend on the characteristics of LCs themselves. This manner references the characteristics of immune system that re-infection is fought back with the memory of primary infections. Of course immune operation in IGA to handle the LCs with not only the first LC appeared in population but also all heretofore LCs. Since the problem of LCs is also involved in other combinatorial optimization problems not only to MDKP, immune operation could be also introduced into GA for other combinatorial optimization problems, even for other swarm intelligence algorithm to deal with the infeasible chromosomes.
The heuristic method to handle LCs such as repair operation of P.C. Chu (Chu, 1998) and penalty function such as one proposed by Farhad Djannaty (Djannaty, 2008) are excellent and effective for GA to MDKP. But the better a work model could be extracted from them for also other combinatorial optimization problem beside the MDKP. The immune operation proposed in this paper is easy to be referenced for GA to other combinatorial optimization problem as long as reasonably using characteristics of infeasible individuals.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This studydiscovers an important feature of infeasible solutions which could be used to improve the performance of GA with an immune operation. Testing on MDKP demonstrates the advancement of the proposed algorithm. Moreover, the idea of proposed IGA does not lose his generality, can be used on other optimal problems. However, the application of proposed idea has its limitations.
Firstly, GAswith application of infeasible solutions is based on lethal chromosomes that are caused by constraintscondition.
In other words, the proposed approach is unsuitable thecombinatorial optimization problems that have not the constraintscondition. On the other hand, it costs additionalcomputation complexity for GA to handle the infeasible solutions with immune operation.
Although proposed algorithm uses the infeasible solutions with immune operation, the algorithm actually works mostly at region of feasible solutions. Future researches should be done focus on a novel algorithm model that works at feasible region and infeasible region simultaneously. At this rate, the algorithm can not only use evolutionary resource of infeasible region but also reduces the additionalcost of computation complexity.
